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Volume-I: Number -1: 1999: General Editor: Mrinalkanti Bandyopadhyay. [Articles:-
Nyayavidhyaya: Sarvabhauattwama: Mrinalkanti Bandyopadhyay, Sanskrit Taddhitas &
the Onomastics – Dr.Ramanand acharya, Anandavardhana: principle of Literary
evaluation: Dr.Biswanath Mukherjee, Problem of God in Sankhya-Yoga Philosophy –
Dr.K.Bhattacharya, Ardhasatkarasya Bodhanamantra: Dr. Sitanath Goswami, On a few
words of Kalidasa- Dr. A.chaudhuri, Usas: A Goddess of Beauty: Dr. Srimanta
Chattopadhyaya, The Four Ends of Life According to the Indian Thought: Dr. Loknath
Chakraborty, Social practical & Spiritual Relevance of Advaita Vedanta: dr. Adityanath
Bhattacharya, etc. pp 136, xii. Rs- 375/-

Articles: Vedeshu Kavya-Saundaryam- Biswanath Mukherjee, Sanskritam-antarjatikata
cha- Dr. Suchitra-rayacharya, Vaidya-Vidyaya Utso-arthavaveda-Dr. Ramdas, Physical
Culture in Early India- Dr. Parthapratim das, Inscriptions as source of Historical
Geography – Smt. Sumita Batabyal, Mrtyunjaya Vishalankarere Samikchaya
Kavyadarsha-[Prabochandrikar Aloke] – Dr. Indira Mukhopadhyaya, Rgvedagata Mantra
Vyakhyaya Sayana Kartika Ekavakyata-Niti Grahavera Tatparya- Dr.somanath
Mukhopadhyaya, Sampurna Vyakaranera Dharana O Bhattoji Diukshita- Sri amiya
Kumar Bhattacharya, Dr. Dipak ghosh Krita Bhasha Parichcheda – samikcha – Granther
Prayayalochana- Prof: Mrinal Kanti Bandyopadhyay. Roots of Library Classification
with reference to the Philosophy of Word & Meaning – Sri Madhabmohan Adhikary, etc.
Sanskrit and English text. Pp 182, vi. Rs-450/-

,Somnath Mukherjee, biswanath Mukherjee, Satyabati Banerjee, & others.[ Research
Papers: Auchitya Rasa-siddvasya Sthira Kavyasya Jivitam:Samikchanam:by Rameswar
Ray, !Kalidasasya sarvaswam Abhijhanasakuntalam-by adityanath Bhattacharya,
Grihamedhiyaste :Prakritivikrititva-vichar: Sivabratra Bandyopadhyaya, Early Sanskrit
Novels of Keshab Chandra Dash: A brief survey: -K.P.Das adhikari, History of
Linguistics – K.G.ambika, Poetic creations of Some Lady poets in Classical Sanskrit
Literature – S.B.Pal, Post- Kahlanra Rajataranginis: A comparative Study-Aditi Sarkar,
Epigraphic Regnal year and connected problems in India[ c.250 B.C. – c. 650 A.D. ] –
S.S.Jana, The Art of Hawking in Syainika Sastra-Mina Hati, Vedicism as Revealed in
Inscriptions of Bengal – S. Kundu, Sakta- Pithas – K.P.Goswami, Magic in Sankara’s
Monism: fresh Light- P. P.Das, Human Values Taught Through the Narratives of
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